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What does cosmology tell us about the mass of thermal–relic dark matter?
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The presence of light thermally coupled dark matter affects early expansion history and production
of light elements during the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. Specifically, dark matter that annihilates
into Standard Model particles can modify the effective number of light species in the universe Neff ,
as well as the abundance of light elements created buring BBN. These quantities in turn affect
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy. We present the first joint analysis of small-
scale temperature and polarization CMB anisotropy from Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT)
and South Pole Telescope (SPT), together with Planck data and the recent primordial abundance
measurements of helium and deuterium to place comprehensive bounds on the mass of light thermal–
relic dark matter. We consider a range of models, including dark matter that couples to photons and
Standard-Model neutrinos. We discuss the sensitivity of the inferred mass bounds on measurements
of Neff , primordial element abundances and the baryon density, and quantify the sensitivity of our
results to a possible existence of additional relativistic species. We find that the combination of ACT,
SPT, and Planck generally leads to the most stringent mass constraint for dark matter that couples
to neutrinos, improving the lower limit by 40%–80%, with respect to previous Planck analyses. On
the other hand, the addition of ACT and SPT leads to a slightly weaker bound on electromagnetically
coupled particles, due to a shift in the preferred values of Yp and Neff driven by the ground based
experiments. In most scenarios, the combination of CMB data has a higher constraining power
than the primordial abundance measurements alone, with the best results achieved when all data
are combined. Combining all CMB measurements with primordial abundance measurements, we
rule out masses below ∼4 MeV at 95% confidence, for all models. We show that allowing for new
relativistic species can weaken the mass bounds for dark matter that couples to photons by up to
an order of magnitude or more. Finally, we discuss the reach of the next generation of the CMB
experiments in terms of probing the mass of the thermal relic dark matter.

I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of astrophysical and cosmological observa-
tions indicate that a significant fraction of the matter in
our Universe is composed of dark matter (DM) [1–5]. De-
spite many decades of dedicated searching, the nature of
DM remains a mystery and exploring its essence is one of
the most challenging tasks for fundamental physics today.
Some of the most compelling candidate models invoke
DM that is in thermal equilibrium with the Standard–
Model (SM) particles in the early universe [6–9]. Among
the thermal–relic models are the Weakly Interacting Mas-
sive Particles (WIMPs), the main focus of many current
direct detection experiments [10, 11]. While WIMPs were
originally considered to have masses in the GeV–TeV
range, current null results from direct detection searches
have inspired compelling WIMP-like and other models
for light thermal–relic DM, with sub-GeV masses [12–
14]. In this work, we consider the most general observ-
able consequences of light thermal–relic DM, including
the effects on the expansion history and the Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN), and infer comprehensive bounds
on its particle mass mχ, using all available data.

∗ Email: anrui@usc.edu
† Email: gluscevi@usc.edu

BBN took place in the very early universe, beginning a
fraction of a second after the Big Bang, and ending tens of
minutes later. During this time, masses and interactions
of particles present in the primordial plasma have de-
fined the expansion history and thermal history, defining
the abundances of light elements created during BBN. In
particular, if DM particles are in thermal contact with
the rest of the plasma during BBN (as is the case for
majority of the popular WIMP models in current liter-
ature [15–25]), and if their masses are around ∼0.01–20
MeV, they become non-relativistic right around the time
of BBN. The resulting DM annihilation into SM particles
can affect the early expansion history and the produc-
tion of light elements [26–28], including the abundance
of helium–4, Yp, and deuterium, YD ≡ (D/H)×105. An-
nihilation products can additionally alter the radiation
content in the universe, changing the effective number of
light species, Neff . These effects are captured by the cos-
mic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy and can
be directly traced by measurements of primordial abun-
dances of light elements in Lyman-α forest systems.

We focus on inferring the lower bound on mχ from
both these data sets, for a minimal set of modeling as-
sumptions, requiring only that DM is in thermal equilib-
rium with the rest of the universe prior to BBN. In this
context, we consider two general scenarios: one in which
DM couples electromagnetically to the SM, and another
in which it only couples to the SM neutrinos. In both
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scenarios, the light DM annihilates and transfers its en-
ergy and entropy to the remaining SM particles directly
[19–21, 26]. Within each scenario, we consider four types
of DM spin statistic: real scalar, complex scalar, Majo-
rana Fermion, and Dirac Fermion. Notably, we do not

attempt to relate the cosmological effects of mχ to the
strength of the coupling to the SM; provided that the
coupling is sufficient to ensure thermal equilibrium prior
to BBN, the effects of mχ are independent on details of
the interaction model. This choice means that we do not

provide a connection between the relic abundance of DM
and its mass, nor do we consider late–time DM annihi-
lation constraints—these are additionally dependent on
the strength and type of the interaction at hand, and we
leave such considerations for future work.

We note that the CMB constraints on the mass of light
DM have been previously derived using Planck data and
primordial element abundance measurements (e. g. see
[18, 20, 21, 23, 29, 30]). In this work, in addition to
the latest Planck measurements [5], we include the most
recent public releases of the CMB small-scale measure-
ments from the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT)
[31, 32] and South Pole Telescope (SPT) [33], as well as
the primordial element abundance measurements from
[34]. ACT and SPT in particular provide higher reso-
lution measurements of the polarization anisotropy, in-
creasing the sensitivity to small angular scales, and thus
enabling complementary constraints on cosmological pa-
rameters to Planck data. Since a primary effect of mχ

on the CMB is through Neff , we further extend the anal-
yses by allowing for additional light degrees of freedom
to exist in the universe. We quantify the impact of this
additional freedom on the inferred mass bounds.

We find that the DM mass bounds can have a notable
dependence on the choice of the data set and assump-
tions about other light degrees of freedom. In particular,
the inclusion of ACT and SPT data leads to slightly dif-
ferent preferred values of Yp and Neff , as compared to
Planck alone, resulting in an improved mass limit for
neutrino coupled DM and a slightly less stringent bound
on electromagnetically coupled DM mass. Combining all
CMB measurements with the measurements of helium
and deuterium abundance, we infer the lower mass limit
of ∼4 MeV at 95% confidence level (CL), regardless of the
model. We further show that allowing for the existence
of new relativistic species, parameterized by the effic-
tive number of additional (neutrino–like) degrees of free-
dom ∆Nν , the mass bounds are significantly less strin-
gent for electromagnetically coupled models. We discuss
the implications of possible systematic effects on the re-
ported mass inference. Finally, we show that the future–
generation ground–based CMB measurements from the
Simons Observatory [35] and CMB-S4 [36, 37] will satu-
rate the precision of CMB mass bounds.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section
II, we briefly review the most relevant physics behind
the standard BBN (SBBN) model, and discuss the al-
terations of SBBN that include light thermal–relic DM.

In Section III, we quantify the impact of light DM on
the CMB power spectrum. In Section IV, we present
the current observational data sets, our analysis method,
and the resulting constraints on DM mass. In Section V,
we show the projected sensitivity of the upcoming CMB
experiments. Finally, we summarize and discuss our find-
ings in Sec. VI.

II. EFFECTS ON PRIMORDIAL ABUNDANCES

Within the standard models of particle physics and
cosmology, the universe was radiation-dominated during
BBN. At the beginning of this process, it contained elec-
trons and positrons (denoted here as e±), photons (γ),
three neutrino species (ν), a small number of protons
(p) and neutrons (n), and DM particles—all in ther-
mal equilibrium with each other. The SM particles were
initially tightly coupled via electromagnetic and weak
interactions, but as the universe expanded and cooled,
the rate of weak interactions dropped, resulting in neu-
trino decoupling at the temperature of ∼few MeV [38–
40]. Later on, at Tγ∼me, the rest of the plasma re-
ceived an energy injection from electron-positron anni-
hilation; within the standard cosmological model, this
process heats photons with respect to neutrinos, leading
to the present-day neutrino–to–photon temperature ra-
tio of (Tν/Tγ)0 ≃ (4/11)1/3 ≃ 1.4 1. Soon after neutrino
decoupling, at ∼0.7 MeV, the weak interactions could no
longer sustain neutron–proton chemical equilibrium; the
neutron number density began to plummet due to neu-
tron decay, up until the onset of BBN. Once the universe
cooled down enough for the formation of helium–4, deu-
terium, helium–3, and lithium to take place, the leftover
free neutrons were captured (and preserved) within light
nuclei. The time elapsed until the universe expanded
and cooled enough for nuclei to form is thus the main
parameter determining Yp and YD.
The rate of expansion is in turn controlled by the con-

tent of the universe, including the amount of DM. If DM
is heavy enough, it is non-relativistic during BBN and
thus contributes negligibly to the overall energy density
at the time of BBN. However, if DM is as light as ∼20
MeV or less, it may transition to being non-relativistic
during BBN, affecting this process. In this case, DM
can no longer be efficiently produced within the ther-
mal bath during BBN, and its annihilation into other
species takes place, transferring entropy into the rest of
the plasma. Depending on the value of mχ, spin statistic
of the specific DM species, and whether it couples to pho-
tons, electron–positrons, or neutrinos (the only other ra-
diation species around at the time), the entropy transfer
can alter the rate of expansion (and cooling) by different

1 This result is under the assumption of instantaneous neutrino
decoupling.
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FIG. 1. Primordial abundance of helium-4, as a function
of DM mass mχ, obtained using AlterBBN code. We as-
sume only the standard neutrino species (∆Nν = 0) and use
Ωbh

2 = 0.0224 [5]. The abundances are shown for two sets
of models: with DM coupling electromagnetically (top panel)
and to the SM neutrinos (bottom panel). The dashed black
line is for the standard BBN scenario, where DM has a large
mass mχ & 20 MeV. The grey bands show the current mea-
surement uncertainty on Yp from Ref. [34].

amount, compared to the standard cosmological scenario.
Regardless of the modeling specifics, one of the main ef-
fects of the presence of light thermal–relic particles is
to modify the time at which proton–to–neutron conver-
sion and various other nuclear processes freeze out—and
therefore change the values of Yp and YD as compared to
the standard BBN (SBBN); for a detailed review of the
BBN calculation, see Ref. [41].

In the presence of light thermal–relic DM, the pri-
mordial abundance of light elements, including Yp and
YD, depends on three cosmological parameters: baryon–
to–photon number density ratio η (or, equivalently, the
present-day baryon energy density Ωbh

2), the effective
number of new relativistic species beyond the SM neu-
trinos, ∆Nν (where ∆Nν = 0 in SBBN), and DM mass
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, except for primordial abundance of
deuterium YD = (D/H)× 105.

mχ. To quantify the impact of DM mass on the syn-
thesis of the light elements, we use the publicly-available
AlterBBN code [42, 43]. AlterBBN enables high-accuracy
predictions for the abundance of light elements generated
during BBN in different cosmological scenarios, includ-
ing the presence of light DM particles2. In Figs. 1 and
2, we show the predicted primordial abundances in cos-
mologies with light thermally-coupled DM, as a function
of mχ, for the two DM scenarios considered in this work,
obtained using AlterBBN; these Figures also show the
current best bounds on these quantities, obtained from
Lyman-α forest measurements and presented in Ref. [34].
From Fig. 1, we see that DM with mχ & 20 MeV has

no significant effect on Yp, because it annihilates before
the weak–interaction freezeout. In contrast, lower–mass
DM annihilates after neutrino decoupling and can signif-

2 Apart from AlterBBN, there are other public BBN codes, such as
the Fortran program PArthENoPE [44, 45] and the Mathematica
code PRIMAT [46]. We have verified that the specific choice of
BBN code does not significantly affect our reported results.
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icantly alter the BBN yields. Beyond this global trend,
there are additional subtleties captured in the BBN cal-
culation shown here. For example, in the electromagnet-
ically coupled DM scenario, the expansion rate can slow
down for a narrow range of masses, increasing the time
available for neutron decay, but also leading to a slower
conversion rate between neutrons and protons, due to the
relative decrease in neutrino energy density, as compared
to photons [20, 26]. These two effects nearly cancel out,
leading to a very slightly reduced relic abundance in the
range 2 MeV . mχ . 20 MeV, as compared to SBBN
(as shown in the top panel of Fig. 1). Lighter DM par-
ticles simply contribute to the expansion rate and result
in a higher value of Yp. In the neutrino coupled DM sce-
nario, neutrino–to–photon temperature ratio is increased
compared to SBBN, speeding up the rate of weak interac-
tions, and driving up the value of Yp at all masses below
∼20 MeV [21].
From Fig. 2, we see that YD is altered relative to SBBN

only for light DM with mχ . 20 MeV. The electromag-
netically coupled DM particles reduce the neutrino–to–
photon temperature ratio, resulting in slower expansion
rate at a fixed temperature Tγ , leaving more time for
deuterium destruction, and reducing its relic abundance.
Conversely, the increased neutrino–to–photon tempera-
ture ratio in the neutrino coupled DM scenario leads to
a higher value of YD.

III. EFFECTS ON CMB

Light thermal–relic particles can leave imprints on the
CMB through two distinct effects. First, as discussed in
Sec. II, they can alter the process of BBN and change
Yp, in turn affecting the temperature and polarization
anisitropy. In particular, since helium–4 recombines at a
lower temperature than hydrogen, increasing Yp (and fix-
ing all other cosmological parameters) reduces the num-
ber of free electrons present in the universe at a par-
ticular fixed temperature. Thus, the mean free path of
photons increases, resulting in increased diffusion length
and damping of the small–scale anisotropy in the CMB
[47]. As a result, enhancing Yp due to the presence of
light thermal–relic DM during BBN generically leads to
a suppression of the CMB power spectra. We modify
the standard Boltzmann code CLASS [48, 49] in order to
include the effects of mχ, as described in more detail be-
low; using the output of our modified version of CLASS,
we illustrate the effect on the temperature anisotropy in
Fig. 3, for a fixed total Neff = 3.046.

In addition to the effect on Yp, light thermal relics
can affect the overall budget of radiation, quantified by
the Neff parameter, which controls the expansion rate
at later epochs and affects the CMB anisotropy. For
example, DM annihilating into photons after neutrino
decoupling can heat photons relative to the decoupled
neutrinos, reducing the present–day ratio of neutrino–
to–photon temperature (assuming that the present–day
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FIG. 3. The ratio of the CMB temperature power spectrum
for a cosmology featuring light electromagnetically coupled
Dirac Fermion DM, with a given mass mχ, as compared to
the ΛCDM scenario (with all other parameters kept at their
best-fit Planck values). Suppression of power at small angular
scales occurs due to an increased primordial yield of helium
in light–DM cosmologies. Smaller particle masses lead to a
more prominent suppression, as they alter the expansion rate
during BBN more significantly. For these purposes, masses
above & 20 MeV behave as standard (heavy) CDM.

temperature of the CMB is kept fixed), corresponding to
a reduced value of Neff [19]. Conversely, DM annihilat-
ing to neutrinos heats up neutrinos relative to photons,
increasing Neff .
In standard cosmology, with only the thee SM neutrino

species and SBBN, Neff = 3.046. On the other hand, in
light–DM cosmologies, we can define (following Ref. [19])

Neff(mχ,∆Nν) ≡ Neff,w(mχ)(1 + ∆Nν/3) (1)

to be the total number of relativistic degrees of freedom,
where

Neff,w ≡ 3

[

11

4

(

Tν

Tγ

)3

0

]
4
3

(2)

includes the contribution from the SM neutrinos, as well
as contribution from light DM, and the subscript zero
denotes the present time. ∆Nν is the effective number
of any additional new (neutrino–like) relativistic species
that may be present in the universe. We note that Neff,w

depends on the DM mass mχ, but differs for different
particle models, as illustrated in Fig. 4, using AlterBBN

code (for ∆Nν = 0). We see that particles with mχ & 20
MeV have no significant effect on Neff,w, because their
annihilation is complete prior to the decoupling of the
SM neutrinos, and therefore does not affect the neutrino–
to–photon temperature, giving Neff,w = 3.046. Interest-
ingly, presence of lighter DM particles coupled to photons
can conceal a possible existence of additional relativistic
species, by offsetting their effect on ∆Nν ; we consider
this possibility in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 4. The number of relativistic degrees of freedomNeff,w in
a cosmology featuring light thermal–relic DM, as a function of
mχ in the electromagnetically coupled (dashed lines) and neu-
trino coupled (solid lines) scenarios. Since neutrino coupled
DM particles increase the temperature of neutrinos relative to
photons, they also increase the effective number of relativis-
tic species, while the opposite is true for DM that annihilates
into photons. The curves are obtained using AlterBBN code,
assuming only the standard three neutrino species are present.

In order to account for the effects of mχ in cosmologies
with thermal–relic DM, both through its effects on the
BBN yields and the effects onNeff , we modify CLASS code
[48, 49]. In the standard version of this code, the value of
Yp assumes a standard BBN scenario, where Yp depends
only on Ωbh

2 and ∆Nν (for a fixed present-day CMB
temperature). In the modified version of CLASS, we use
an updated prediction for Yp, as a function of Ωbh

2, ∆Nν ,
and mχ, obtained from AlterBBN. Fig. 3 illustrates the
output of our modified CLASS code, including both effects
discussed in this Section (note that we fix the effective
number of neutrino at Neff = 3.046 in this Figure).

IV. CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

We consider the most recent CMB measurements from
ACT, SPT, and Planck, as well measurements of pri-
mordial element abundances from spectroscopic measure-
ments of high–redshift absorption systems, in order to
infer mχ. We now describe the data sets, our analysis
method, and the constraints we obtain.

A. Data

ACT DR4: We use the multifrequency TT, EE, and
TE power spectra from ACT Data Release 4 (DR4)
[31, 32], implemented within the actpollite dr4 like-

lihood 3. These data products are derived from a four–
year survey, with the power spectrum measurements re-
constructed from the deepest 5400 deg2 of the sky. This
data provide high resolution measurements of the polar-
ization anisotropy, complementing the data from Planck.
In the ACT likelihood, the covariance of the foreground–
marginalized CMB power spectra already includes the
effects of noise, foreground uncertainty, beam and cal-
ibration uncertainties, with one nuisance parameter yp
included to marginalize over an overall polarization effi-
ciency; we allow this variable to vary in a range centred
at 1. ACT alone cannot constrain the optical depth to
reionization τ , as it is mainly determined by low–ℓ polar-
ization power spectra; thus, when analyzing ACT data
alone, we assume a Gaussian prior on τ = 0.065± 0.015,
following Ref. [31].
SPT–3G: We use the most recent publicly–available

measurements of EE and TE power spectra from the
SPT–3G survey [33]. These power spectra are obtained
from the observations of a 1500deg2 region of the sky,
taken over four months (in 2018) at three frequency
bands centered on 95, 150, and 220 GHz. The SPT
likelihood is publicly available4 and includes the effects
of the aberration due to relative motion with respect to
the CMB rest frame [50], super-s-ample lensing [51], po-
larized foregrounds, uncertainty in the calibration of the
bandpowers, and uncertainty in the beam measurements.
The priors on many of these terms are listed in the Table
III of Ref. [33]. Similar to ACT, SPT has the advantage
of high resolution and high sensitivity specifically in po-
larization measurements on small scales. Since the low–ℓ
polarization are not probed by this experiment, we adopt
a Planck–based Gaussian prior of τ = 0.0543±0.0075 [5]
when analyzing SPT data alone, following Ref. [33].
Planck 2018: We use both low–ℓ and high–ℓ multi-

frequency power spectra TT, TE, and EE from Planck

PR3 (2018) [5], available through the Legacy Archive
for Microwave Background Data Analysis (LAMBDA6).
We rely only on the lite (pre-marginalized) likelihood for
high-ℓ TTTEEE, for computational efficiency; using the
full likelihood does not lead to appreciable changes in
the inferred parameter values for models we consider here
[5]. Planck data provides lower noise level at large scales,
as compared to the ground-based observations, enabling
complementary constraints on cosmological parameters.
Planck+ACT+SPT: When combining ACT DR4

and SPT–3G with Planck 2018 data, the covariance be-
tween SPT and Planck is expected to be negligible since
the SPT observation region is only a small fraction of
the Planck field. Following Ref. [31], we minimize covari-
ance between ACT and Planck by discarding large scales

3 https://github.com/ACTCollaboration/pyactlike
4 https://pole.uchicago.edu/public/data/dutcher21
5 Widening the prior to τ = 0.065± 0.015 has no significant effect
on cosmological parameter constraints

6 https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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TABLE I. Priors on cosmological parameters used in the like-
lihood analysis.

Parameter Prior
Ωbh

2 [0.005, 0.1]
Ωch

2 [0.001, 0.99]
100θ [0.5, 10]
τ a [0.01, 0.8]
ns [0.8, 1.2]

log(1010As) [1.61, 3.91]
Yp [0.1, 0.5]
Neff [1, 5]

a For ACT DR4 data alone, we use a Gaussian prior of
τ = 0.065± 0.015. For SPT–3G data alone, we use a Gaussian
prior of τ = 0.0543± 0.007.

(ℓ < 1800) in TT (and with no cuts in TE and EE). The
correlations between SPT and ACT can be ignored be-
cause they observe different parts of the sky. Note that
we rely on Planck low-ℓ EE to constrain τ in this case.
Primordial element abundances: In addition to

the CMB anisotropy, we also consider the measurements
of the primordial helium–4 and deuterium abundances,
derived from Lyman–α forest observations and reported
in Ref. [34], where Yp = 0.245 ± 0.003 at 68% CL, and
the bound on deuterium is YD = 2.547 ± 0.025. Besides
the observational uncertainties, we also account for theo-
retical uncertainty related to uncertainties on various nu-
clear reaction rates, σY th

p
= 1.6 × 10−4 and σY th

D
= 0.03

[41, 43], as discussed in the following.

B. Method

The first step in our analysis is to determine the val-
ues of Neff and Yp that are consistent with CMB data,
without reference to mχ. To do this, we carry out a se-
ries of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs within
the Cobaya sampling framework [52, 53], individually and
jointly applied to ACT, SPT, and Planck data. We uti-
lize mcmc sampler, and employ the convergence criterion
R − 1 = 0.01, where R is the Gelman–Rubin threshold
[54]. In each MCMC run, we sample the posterior dis-
tributions of the six standard cosmological parameters
(baryon density Ωbh

2, DM density Ωch
2, acoustic scale

100θ, reionization optical depth τ , scalar spectral index
ns, and amplitude of the scalar perturbations As), with
the addition of Yp and Neff . For each parameter, we em-
ploy broad priors listed in Table I. Importantly, we allow
Yp to vary in an unconstrained way, in order to deter-
mine values that are consistent with CMB observations,
regardless of BBN predictions. Results of the MCMC
runs are shown as 68% and 95% CL contours in Fig. 5,
and are consistent with previous analyses [5, 31, 55].
Once we obtain the full posterior probability distri-

butions using CMB data, the second step we take is to
relate the preferred values of Ωbh

2, Neff , and Yp to the
corresponding allowed values of mχ and ∆Nν and ob-

tain their bounds under each DM model. To do this, we
approximate our posterior distributions as Gaussian and
employ the following chi–squared statistic to determine
the relevant CL intervals

χ2
CMB = (X−Xobs)Cov

−1 (X−Xobs)
T
, (3)

where X = {Ωbh
2, Neff , Yp} is a vector of three relevant

cosmological parameters; Xobs is the inferred maximum–
likelihood value of the three parameters; and Cov is the
covariance matrix in the 3d parameter space, derived
from the sample chains. Using AlterBBN, we recover
the mapping Neff(mχ,∆Nν) and Yp(mχ,∆Nν ,Ωbh

2) for
each DM model of interest. Finally, using this mapping,
we identify the appropriate values of χ2

CMB with 95% CL
intervals for mχ and ∆Nν .
To add the primordial abundance measurements from

Lyman–α forest spectra requires additionally imposing
the constraints on Yp and YD. To do this, we compute
the primordial–abundance chi–squared statistic χ2

PA, as

χ2
PA =

[

Yp − Y obs
p

]2

σY th
p

2 + σY obs
p

2
+

[

YD − Y obs
D

]2

σY th
D

2 + σY obs
D

2
, (4)

which includes both observational and theoretical un-
certainties. To infer combined bounds from CMB and
primordial–abundance measurements, we evaluate the
sum of the relevant statistics, χ2

tot ≡ χ2
CMB + χ2

PA.

C. CMB–only bounds

Figs. 5 and 6 show CMB–only bounds in the Neff–Yp

plane, with darker and lighter shaded areas represent-
ing 68% and 95% CL regions, respectively. The bounds
are obtained by varying the full set of eight cosmological
parameters shown in Table I. The Neff best–fit value is
higher for SPT data than for Planck, which in turn is
higher than that for ACT. However, at the 2σ level, all
three data sets are consistent with each other. We note
that the bounds in these plots are not dependent on DM
model, and no DM parameters are fit to the data at this
stage; rather, the bounds on Neff and Yp are used to
obtain posterior distribution for mχ in the second stage
of the analysis. For illustration, the Figures also show
theoretical relationship between mχ, ∆Nν , and Yp; this
relationship is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4, and Eq. (1)
(for Ωbh

2 = 0.02237).
In Fig. 5, we assume no other relativistic degrees of

freedom and fix ∆Nν = 0. We then illustrate the theo-
retical relationship between Neff and Yp for DM coupling
either electromagnetically (solid lines) or to SM neutrinos
(dashed lines), while the spin statistic of DM particles is
denoted in the legend. Mass mχ varies along each curve
from .0.01 MeV (at the far left and far right ends of
the theoretical lines) to &20 MeV (at the center of the
panel, where the dashed and the solid lines converge to a
point). In the former, the effects on Neff and Yp saturate
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FIG. 5. 95 % CL bounds are shown as lighter colored areas
in the Neff–Yp plane, as derived from 2d marginalized pos-
terior distribution, obtained from different CMB data sets,
denoted in the legend. The horizontal band represents the
helium–4 abundance measurement from Ref. [34]. Theoreti-
cal predictions are shown as solid and dashed lines, for the
electromagnetically and neutrino coupled DM, respectively,
both for ∆Nν = 0 (no other relativistic species are allowed);
DM spin statistic is denoted in the legend. All theoretical
curves converge to a single point that corresponds to stan-
dard BBN with mχ & 20 MeV. Along each theoretical curve,
mχ varies from the this point to .0.01 MeV at the upper left
(solid) and upper right (dashed) end of the lines.

at ∼0.01 MeV since lighter particles annihilate after the
end of BBN, while the latter case represents the SBBN
scenario where DM is too massive to affect BBN through
either effect.

In Fig. 6, we focus on one example of DM spin statis-
tic (for a Dirac Fermion) and explore the effect of ∆Nν .
The two panels correspond to electromagnetically cou-
pled (top panel) and neutrino coupled (bottom panel)
particles. The black curves show the theoretical relation-
ship between Neff and Yp for several values of ∆Nν , with
mχ varying along each curve from .0.01 MeV (at the red
dashed line) to &20 MeV (at the green dashed line). We
note that any new relativistic degrees of freedom can only
contribute positive values of ∆Nν , while negative values
are included here for illustration purposes only, and do
not correspond to known physical models.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the allowed values of mχ correspond
to the parameter space where the theoretical curve (for
a given model and a given choice of ∆Nν) is consistent
with the shaded region of the parameter space, preferred
by the CMB data; the values of mχ outside these regions
are excluded by our CMB analyses. Precise bounds on
mχ obtained using our χ2 procedure are listed in Ta-
ble II, both for the case where ∆Nν = 0 is fixed, and for
the case where ∆Nν is varied as a free parameter (and

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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≤
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1M
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Electromagnetically coupled Dirac Fermion
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P lanck+ACT+SPT
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Planck
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FIG. 6. The constraints on Neff and Yp derived from CMB
data are the same as in Fig. 5. The theoretical curves are
shown for the Dirac Fermion DM that couples electromagnet-
ically (top panel) or to neutrinos (bottom panel). Theoret-
ical predictions are shown as black lines for different values
of ∆Nν . Along each line, mχ varies from &20 MeV to .0.01
MeV, as labeled in the plots.

marginalized over).

We note that the CMB bound on mχ is primarily
driven by the measurement of Neff . In turn, the Neff

is primarily constrained by Planck, with a small contri-
bution from the current ACT and SPT data. However,
the small shifts in the values of Neff and Yp, preferred
by different CMB experiments, can notably affect the re-
sulting CMB bounds on mχ.

For example, for neutrino coupled DM, ACT has a sim-
ilar constraining power as Planck, and the combination of
ACT, SPT, and Planck strengthens the Planck bounds
by a factor of 1.4–1.8, depending on the DM spin statis-
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TABLE II. 95% CL lower bounds on DM mass mχ (in units of MeV), inferred from CMB data only, both in the absence of
other relativistic species (∆Nν = 0) and allowing for their presence (∆Nν ≥ 0, where ∆Nν is marginalized over). ‘−’ indicates
that there are no lower bounds.

∆Nν = 0 ∆Nν ≥ 0
ACT SPT Planck Planck+ACT+SPT ACT SPT Planck Planck+ACT+SPT

Electromagnetically coupled DM
Real scalar - 1.94 - - - - - -
Complex scalar - 4.99 4.96 3.61 - - 0.06 0.21
Majorana Fermion - 4.91 4.85 3.35 - - - 0.18
Dirac Fermion - 7.72 7.65 6.45 - 0.21 0.30 0.45

Neutrino coupled DM
Real scalar 6.69 - 6.57 11.26 6.92 - 6.72 11.38
Complex scalar 9.24 - 8.81 13.36 9.49 - 9.14 13.54
Majorana Fermion 9.21 - 8.78 13.29 9.42 - 9.06 13.43
Dirac Fermion 11.53 1.17 11.02 15.65 11.72 1.36 11.39 15.94

TABLE III. Same as Table II, except for either primordial abundance analysis only (denoted as Yp + YD), or a joint analysis
of all CMB data (Planck+ACT+SPT) and the primordial abundance measurements.

∆Nν = 0 ∆Nν ≥ 0
Yp + YD Yp+CMB Yp + YD+CMB Yp + YD Yp+CMB Yp + YD+CMB

Electromagnetically coupled DM
Real scalar 0.34 0.46 4.16 0.34 0.43 0.62
Complex scalar 0.46 3.51 7.94 0.48 1.78 4.25
Majorana Fermion 0.46 3.19 7.76 0.47 1.52 4.18
Dirac Fermion 0.72 6.42 10.99 0.77 4.17 8.96

Neutrino coupled DM
Real scalar 1.12 11.76 8.06 1.25 13.91 9.24
Complex scalar 2.85 13.64 11.03 4.56 15.81 12.92
Majorana Fermion 2.53 13.50 10.79 3.92 15.31 12.34
Dirac Fermion 4.81 16.14 13.63 5.29 18.34 15.09

tic. This leads to the lower limits between 11 MeV and
16 MeV, at 95% CL, reported in Table II. Conversely,
SPT has a similar constraining power as Planck for elec-
tromagnetically coupled DM, but the addition of ACT
and SPT weakens the bound by up to 30% for complex
scalars and Fermions. For the case of a real scalar, nei-
ther Planck nor the combination of all CMB data can
rule out any DM masses, and SPT only rules out masses
below ∼2 MeV.

Assuming the presence of additional relativistic de-
grees of freedom allows for ∆Nν > 0; this additional free-
dom can offset the reduction in the value of Neff caused
by electromagnetically coupled DM, putting small mχ

in agreement with CMB measurements (as discussed in
Sec. II). When we fit for ∆Nν > 0 as a free parame-
ter in our CMB likelihood analysis, Planck, ACT, SPT
and their combination are consistent with a far broader
range of DM masses, down to hundreds of keV. Finally,
letting ∆Nν > 0 vary as a free parameter generally has
comparably smaller effect on the inference of neutrino–
coupled–DM mass. Details are listed in Table II.

D. Bounds from primordial abundances only

We next consider only the measurements of primor-
dial helium–4 and deuterium abundances, inferred from
the spectra of absorption systems from Ref. [34], and
shown as grey bands in Figs. 1 and 2. Employing the
chi–squared method described earlier in this Section,
we obtain results presented in Table III (columns de-
noted as “Yp + YD”). We find that the primordial abun-
dance measurements alone typically place a significantly
weaker lower bound on mχ than the CMB data, giv-
ing mχ & 0.3 MeV, for electromagnetically coupled DM,
and mχ & 1.1 MeV, for neutrino coupled DM. Letting
∆Nν > 0 vary as a free parameter generally has a negli-
gible effect on the primordial–abundance bounds on elec-
tromagnetically coupled DM mass, while the bounds on
neutrino coupled DM mass are improved.

We further find a small difference in the preferred value
of the baryon density Ωbh

2 between the primordial abun-
dance measurements and CMB results, shown in Fig. 7,
consistent with the results of Ref. [25, 56]. Specifically,
measurements of primordial element abundances prefer
a lower value of Ωbh

2, driven by the measurement of YD

(since Yp has very little sensitivity to Ωbh
2). Ωbh

2 is de-
generate with low values ofmχ, which will affect the mass
bounds reported here. However, since the values of Ωbh

2
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TABLE IV. The projected lower bounds on DM mass mχ at 95% CL, in units of MeV, for Simons Observatory (SO) and
CMB-S4 (S4) (both including data from Planck), and their combination with the current primordial abundance measurements.
Results are shown for the absence of other relativistic species (∆Nν = 0) and allowing for their presence (∆Nν ≥ 0, where
∆Nν is marginalized over). We set SBBN values of Neff and Yp as the fiducial models in this analysis.

∆Nν = 0 ∆Nν ≥ 0
SO S4 Yp + YD+SO Yp + YD+S4 SO S4 Yp + YD+SO Yp + YD+S4

Electromagnetically coupled DM
Real scalar 9.28 10.02 9.75 10.32 0.76 0.97 2.89 3.79
Complex scalar 11.72 12.33 12.40 12.94 1.13 2.10 7.61 7.94
Majorana Fermion 11.63 12.29 12.34 12.84 1.07 1.97 7.44 7.69
Dirac Fermion 13.70 14.42 14.59 15.01 2.39 5.29 10.73 10.98

Neutrino coupled DM
Real scalar 9.74 10.55 8.05 9.86 10.39 11.23 10.62 11.81
Complex scalar 12.06 12.83 11.01 12.14 12.71 13.44 13.12 13.95
Majorana Fermion 12.02 12.74 10.76 12.08 12.65 13.34 12.95 13.81
Dirac Fermion 14.27 15.03 13.06 14.01 14.91 15.80 15.77 16.62

measured from the CMB and the primordial abundances
are consistent at the 3σ level, we proceed to combine all
the available data in the following.

E. Joint bounds

When no additional relativistic species are allowed, the
addition of Yp measurement to the combination of the
CMB data excludes masses below ∼0.5 MeV for electro-
magnetically coupled real scalar, which is unconstrained
by CMB alone. For all other models where the mass
bounds from CMB are present, the addition of Yp leads
to only a small improvement. The joint CMB + Yp limits
on mχ for all DM models are presented in Table III.
We next combine the measurement of YD with Yp +

CMB data and show the resulting 95% lower limits on
mχ in Table III. If ∆Nν = 0 is kept fixed, we see that
the mass bound improves for electromagnetically coupled
DM, excluding masses below ∼4 MeV at 95% CL, for
all DM spin statistics; conversely, the bound relaxes for
neutrino coupled DM, excluding masses below ∼8 MeV
at 95% CL, for all DM spin statistics.
Allowing ∆Nν to vary as a free parameter leads to the

bounds illustrated in Fig. 8 and in the rest of Table III.
From the Figure, we see that there is a degeneracy be-
tween mχ and ∆Nν at mχ . 20 MeV, for electromagnet-
ically coupled particles, regardless of the spin statistic.
This means that smaller masses are consistent with the
data, if new relativistic species are allowed in the cosmo-
logical model. In contrast, for neutrino coupled DM, the
mass bounds are not very sensitive to the choice of ∆Nν .

V. FUTURE CONSTRAINTS

We now quantify the degree to which measure-
ments of small–scale CMB polarization and temperature
anisotropy can improve current bounds on mχ. For this
purpose, we consider two future ground–based CMB ex-

periments: Simons Observatory (SO) [35] and CMB-S4
[36, 37]. We next use the forecasted covariance matrices
for the three key parameters {Ωbh

2, Neff , Yp} reported in
Ref. [25] for the two CMB experiments7, computed as-
suming that both SO and CMB-S4 are combined with the
current Planck data. The forecasts assume a Gaussian
likelihood, such that

χ2
CMB = (X−XFiducial)Cov

−1 (X−XFiducial)
T
, (5)

where we assume that the future best-fit cosmology cor-
responds to standard BBN,

XFiducial = {Ωbh
2, Neff , Yp} = {0.02236, 3.046, 0.2472}

(6)
and

Cov =





σ2
1 σ1σ2ρ12 σ1σ3ρ13

σ1σ2ρ12 σ2
2 σ2σ3ρ23

σ1σ3ρ13 σ2σ3ρ23 σ2
3



 , (7)

where (σ1, σ2, σ3) = (0.000073, 0.11, 0.0066)
and (ρ12, ρ13, ρ23) = (0.072, 0.33,−0.86) for
SO, (σ1, σ2, σ3) = (0.000047, 0.081, 0.0043) and
(ρ12, ρ13, ρ23) = (0.25, 0.22,−0.84) for CMB-S4. We
then convert these covariances into 95% CL intervals for
DM mass mχ, and list the results in Table IV. Fig. 9
shows the projected constraints on mχ and Neff for Dirac
Fermion, when future CMB measurements are combined
with the current measurements of primordial element
abundances. We find that the addition of primordial
element abundance measurements has minimal effect on
the projected bounds from future CMB data, even in
the case where ∆Nν is a free parameter.
However, if future CMB experiments return the best–

fit values of {Ωbh
2, Neff , Yp} that are inconsistent with

the standard BBN, they might have sufficient accuracy

7 This reference has only focused on a subset of models discussed
in this work.
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FIG. 7. The 68% and 95% CL contours on the DM mass and
baryon density, for electromagnetically coupled (upper panel)
and neutrino coupled (lower panel) Dirac Fermion. The con-
tours are derived using primordial abundance measurements
of helium–4 and deuterium only (green), CMB data only
(gray; including the measurements from Planck, ACT and
SPT), and from a joint analysis of the CMB and primordial
abundance data (brown).

to detect thermal–relic DM mass. For example, if the
best–fit parameters for SO are the current best–fit val-
ues obtained from a combined analysis of all CMB ex-
periments (Planck+ACT+SPT), such measurements will
have constraining power to exclude neutrino coupled DM
at > 2σ significance. Equivalently, if thermal–relic DM
has mass just below the detection threshold from the cur-
rent CMB+Yp+YD analyses (around 10 MeV for a Dirac
Fermion), future CMB experiments will be able to favor
light thermal–relic DM at 2–3σ confidence and return
measurement of its mass with a few MeV accuracy.

FIG. 8. The 68% and 95% CL contours on the DM mass and
the effective number of additional relativistic species, for elec-
tromagnetically coupled (upper panel) and neutrino coupled
(lower panel) Dirac Fermion DM. These results are derived
using primordial abundance measurements of helium–4 and
deuterium only (green), CMB data only (grey; including the
measurements from Planck, ACT, and SPT), and using joint
analyses of CMB data and the primordial abundance mea-
surements (with helium–4 only: blue, with both helium–4 and
deuterium: brown). Note that Ωbh

2 is marginalized over.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have combined Planck 2018 data with the most
recent public releases of ground–based measurements
of the small–scale CMB temperature and polarization
anisotropy from ACT DR4 and SPT–3G, and with the
measurement of the primordial abundances of helium–4,
Yp, and deuterium, YD. We derived the most general
bounds on the mass of a light thermally–coupled DM
particle that couples to either SM neutrinos or photons,
affecting the expansion history and the process of BBN.
To quantify the effects of mass mχ on CMB anisotropy,
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FIG. 9. The current and future 68% and 95% CL contours on
the DM mass and the effective number of additional relativis-
tic species, for electromagnetically coupled (upper panel) and
neutrino coupled (lower panel) Dirac Fermion DM. The con-
tours are derived assuming joint analyses of current primor-
dial abundance measurements with CMB data from Planck

(blue), Simons Observatory (grey), and CMB-S4 (red), allow-
ing for the presence of equivalent neutrinos ∆Nν ≥ 0. Note
that Ωbh

2 is marginalized over.

our likelihood analyses have included Neff and Yp as free
parameters, in addition to the standard cosmological pa-
rameters. We converted the resulting posterior probabil-
ity distribution on the relevant cosmological parameters
to the posterior probability distribution on mχ, inferring
the lower mass limits reported in Tables II and III. We
also explored DM mass measurements that might be pos-
sible to achieve in the future, with SO and CMB-S4, with
key results reported in Table IV. Importantly, we quan-
tified how the presence of additional relativistic species
may affect the inference of DM mass, and found a mod-
erate impact on electromagnetically coupled DM models,
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FIG. 10. Summary of current cosmological bounds on
thermal–relic DM mass, for the example of a Dirac Fermion,
where the values for the mass consistent with a given data set
(at 95% confidence) correspond to the colored regions. Note
that CMB indicates a joint analysis of all CMB data from
Planck, ACT and SPT. The purple shaded regions are con-
straints derived in Sec. IV and the forecasts for joint analyses
of Yp+YD+Planck with Simons Observatory (SO) and CMB-
S4 (S4) are shown as shades of green. The light shaded regions
result from analyses that allow additional relativistic species
in the universe, and dark shaded regions are from analyses
that assume no additional light species. The top and bottom
panels represent the case of electromagnetically coupled and
neutrino coupled Dirac Fermion DM, respectively.

and a negligible impact on neutrino coupled models. A
summary of the bounds obtained from various combina-
tions of data is illustrated in Fig. 10, for the representa-
tive case of a Dirac Fermion.

A. Key results

For DM coupled to neutrinos, combining ACT and
SPT with Planck improves the lower limit on mχ

by 40%–80%, depending on DM spin statistic. The
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strongest lower limit on the mass is around 15 MeV, at
95%CL, regardless of whether ∆Nν is fixed to 0 or al-
lowed to vary. The CMB is significantly more constrain-
ing than the Yp and YD measurements alone.

For electromagnetically coupled DM, the addition of
ACT and SPT to Planck weakens previous bounds by
. 30% for ∆Nν = 0. This occurs mainly because the
joint CMB data prefer a lower helium abundance Yp and
a slightly higher value of Neff than Planck alone. We
emphasize that these shifts have small statistical signif-
icance, and the standard BBN is still within 2σ of the
best–fit value for the combined CMB measurements. Al-
lowing additional light species also significantly weakens
CMB bounds on electromagnetically coupled models, re-
sulting in the change of the lower limit on the mass from
a few MeV to hundreds of keV. In this case, the mass of a
Majorana Fermion is only constrained by the CMB when
all three CMB data sets are combined. Finally, when
∆Nν > 0, the primordial abundance measurements and
the CMB are highly complementary in their constraining
power, and the mass bounds are improved by a factor of
a few when the two sets of data are combined; the lower
limit on the mass is between ∼ 600 keV and ∼ 9 MeV,
depending on DM spin statistic.

B. Robustness of the current measurements

We highlight the small differences in the preferred val-
ues of cosmological parameters found between different
data sets considered in this study, and discuss their ef-
fects on the current bounds on thermal–relic DM. First,
as discussed in Sec. IV, the addition of YD measurement
to the CMB worsens most of the CMB–only bounds on
neutrino coupled DM because of the mild tension be-
tween the Ωbh

2 values inferred from the two data sets
[25, 56]. This tension is currently at ∼ 1.8σ level, but fu-
ture high–precision spectral characterization of damped
Lyman–α systems at high redshift can lead to further
improvement in the measurement of YD [57], while the
next-generation CMB measurements from SO and CMB–
S4 will significantly decrease the uncertainty on the mea-
surement of the baryon fraction as well. If the tension
persists and increases in significance with future data,
neutrino coupled DM model will be insufficient to de-
scribe all data, and new physics may be required to ex-
plain this discrepancy and infer bounds on DM mass ac-
curately.

Secondly, as discussed in Sec. IV, the mass bounds for
all DM models shift when ground–based CMB measure-
ments are combined with Planck, because different CMB
experiments prefer slightly different values of Neff . No-
tably, ACT is only consistent with the standard BBN

within 2σ, preferring a slightly lower Neff , as discussed
in Ref. [31]; at the same time, SPT prefers a larger value
than the Planck best–fit. This mild discrepancy can be
a statistical fluctuation, or a consequence of a systematic
effect. Preliminary checks we performed in our analysis
do not point directly to either, and a more detailed inves-
tigation is needed to understand this difference. Notably,
the preference towards lower value seen in ACT is not

obviously driven by low multipoles in EE and TE power
spectra that drive preference for other beyond–ΛCDM
models [58]. Future data sets from ACT and those from
SO and CMB–S4 will be able shed more light on this
issue and recover a more robust bound on DM mass.

C. The potential of future CMB measurements

Key science goals of Simons Observatory and CMB-S4
include high–precision measurements of Neff and Yp. As
discussed in Sec. V, if these results confirm the standard
BBN scenario, the bounds on thermal–relic DM will im-
prove by several MeV, as compared to current analyses
for most models8, excluding most of the mass range that
could affect the process of BBN.
Alternatively, in the scenario where future CMB mea-

surements converge around the current best–fit values
of Neff and Yp from Planck+ACT+SPT, both SO and
CMB–S4 will have sufficient sensitivity to exclude stan-
dard BBN at several σ; if the DM mass is just above
the current upper limit, these experiments will be able
to measure it with a few–MeV accuracy.
In the end, it is important to note that the effects of

neutrinophilic and electrophilic DM on cosmological ob-
servables can mutually cancel, and may be obscured by
the presence of other new physics. If reality is not well de-
scribed by standard cosmology and standard BBN, many
of the mass bounds derived in this and similar studies will
require revision.
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